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Where the wild things are not: crime preventers and the 2016
Ugandan elections
Rebecca Tapscott

The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy, Tufts University, Medford, MA, USA

ABSTRACT
In Uganda’s 2016 elections, international and national
commentators questioned the role that the government’s crime
preventers – or community police – would play. Many claimed
that they would be used “as tools” to rig the elections, intimidate
voters, and vote en masse for the ruling National Resistance
Movement (NRM) regime. In contrast, this paper shows that the
government never intended the crime preventers to play an
explicitly coercive role. Instead, the NRM leadership intentionally
structured the crime preventer program as indefinite and fluid,
allowing political authorities and citizens to understand the
purpose of crime preventers alternately as dangerous tools of the
regime, family men in search of work, or patriotic citizens of
Uganda. Used interchangeably, these logics – which are described
in this paper as ideal-typical categories of political, economic, and
social – prevented Ugandans from accurately assessing the
program. The resultant uncertainty fragmented organization of
crime preventers, civil society, and members of the opposition;
limited the government’s responsibility for crime preventers; and
helped ensure that crime preventers would bolster the strength of
the NRM regime in the 2016 elections.
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In the months before Uganda’s February 2016 elections, tensions were high. During the
week before the election the police detained the main opposition candidate five times.1

President Yoweri Museveni’s ruling party, the National Resistance Movement (NRM),
ran election ads featuring skulls from their 1986 battle against the Obote regime to
remind the “country that [a] poor choice in the coming election can take the country
back to war.”2 The NRM secretary general reportedly threatened that protesters would
be shot.3 Against this backdrop, the government undertook a massive expansion of its
“crime preventer” program, nominally a community policing initiative intended to curb
crime in local communities and supplement security during the election. By December
2015, the government reported over 1 million recruits. The program raised concerns
for international observers and domestic civil society, many of whom believe that the
regime has increasingly relied on intimidation and violence to maintain its rule. Among
other indicators, they cite increased expenditure on the military;4 militarization of the
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police;5 arrest and detention of opposition candidates on trumped up charges of terrorism,
sedition, and treason; intimidation of the judiciary by state security agents (the “Black
Mambas”); and suppression of journalistic freedom.6

Both the NRM and opposition mobilized crime preventers in pugnacious political
rhetoric, pigeonholing them as tools of the ruling regime and “militias” serving political
ends. Rumors suggested that five crime preventers would stand guard at each polling
station to arrest anyone who caused “chaos.” At the same time, crime preventers were por-
trayed as “crime promoters” who used their positions to extract resources for personal
gain. Despite the alarming rhetoric, the elections were overall peaceful. Although con-
tested, the results placed 30-year incumbent, President Museveni, in office with 60% of
the vote.7 Crime preventers remained unarmed; they did not systemically intimidate
voters or manipulate votes. So why did the Ugandan government8 recruit crime preven-
ters? What role did they play in the elections? And why did youth willingly participate in
this voluntary program if not for political or material gain?

In contrast to the popular narrative of an increasingly securitized state, I argue that the
NRM regime never intended crime preventers to play a physically coercive role in the 2016
elections. Instead, the NRM regime intentionally designed the crime preventer program to
be contradictory and indeterminate in order to destabilize and co-opt opposition. To this
end, the regime used competing explanations for the program’s purpose, such that it could
constantly reframe crime preventers to suit a variety of ends. I examine these narratives as
three stylized logics: political, social, and economic. For example, at some moments, pol-
itical authorities described crime preventers as agents of state violence, at some as bene-
volent citizens, and at still others as entrepreneurial youth. Political authorities
produced and reproduced these logics as a strategy of state governance; through their
expectations for and their daily interactions with state actors and crime preventers,
society reproduced them as popular logics. This paper examines how multiple logics
created an environment of uncertainty and ambiguity, and how this allowed the regime
to capitalize on crime preventers while avoiding accountability to program participants,
civil society, and international observers. For the regime, the program had the added
benefit of directing the energies of unemployed youth into a pro-government program
for the duration of the campaign season, thereby limiting youth support for opposition
candidates and giving them hope that the ruling regime had their interests at heart.
Thus, the crime preventer program may have impacted the outcome of the election by
wooing young voters, but not through coercion or violence associated with a political
militia.

An examination of the crime preventer program contributes to an understanding of
Ugandan politics and conflict studies more generally. The crime preventers provide a
lens to understand how the NRM regime uses indeterminacy to undermine citizen organ-
ization and the state–society contract during the elections, a time of heightened contesta-
tion. In regards to conflict studies, the paper shows that, in addition to examining logics of
conflict independently (for example, in the greed versus grievance debate), it is essential to
also examine them concurrently to understand how the presence of multiple logics
produce or collapse space for citizen organization. While it may be possible to determine
that one logic, or mechanism, is more influential than others, the coexistence of multiple
logics fundamentally and qualitatively shapes the ground rules in a way that favors those
in power.
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Based on over 250 interviews conducted in and around Gulu, Pader, and Kampala
between 2014 and 2016, I record how the government recruited crime preventers; why
youth participated; and what mechanisms the government put in place to maintain
control of them. This paper proceeds as follows: first, I present my argument in relation
to the literature on political militias and resource distribution; second, I provide context
for northern Uganda, civil–military relations, and the formation of the crime preventer
program; third, I explain the institutional context for the crime preventer program;
fourth, I elaborate political, economic, and social logics, examining how they were
employed during the 2016 elections and the implications for crime preventers; fifth, I
present a case study of crime preventers’ involvement in electoral politics; sixth, I
examine a few other strategies the state employed to control crime preventers; finally, I
conclude with a reflection on how the state’s ability to fragment resistance and organize
support determine prospects for electoral democracy in Uganda under the NRM regime.

Political, economic, and social logics linking militias to state power

Prevailing explanations for the emergence of auxiliary groups and militias focus on a “pol-
itical logic” in which violence is organized to seize control of political institutions. As such,
local or national political contestation is a key factor determining the emergence of mili-
tias.9 Evidence for a political logic is plentiful in the literature on militias, describing how
militias intimidate voters into supporting the desired candidate.10 In this view, unconso-
lidated militias suggest either a political failure or a situation in which the state does not
need militias to maintain power. A political logic applied to crime preventers would
suggest that the Ugandan government initiated the program to mobilize violence if it
appeared that the President would not win re-election by a comfortable margin. Although
this is possible, it is only partially supported by available evidence.

In addition to a political logic, I propose two alternative logics for howmilitias and mili-
tarization shape state power: an “economic logic” and a “social logic.” An economic logic
suggests that people participate in militias as a livelihood strategy or to pursue economic
ends.11 In the case of crime preventers in Uganda, an economic logic draws attention to
the militarization and securitization of the economy, which produces an environment in
which the security sector presents the most viable opportunities for employment. Access
to such livelihoods are contingent on supporting the regime. A social logic suggests that
people participate in militias out of a sense of social responsibility, social hierarchy, or per-
sonal preference for militaristic activities. A social logic draws attention to military
symbols and rhetoric, which signify power in Uganda’s militarized society.12

In contrast to a political logic, economic and social logics suggest that militias can
emerge in contexts of low to moderate electoral competition or when a militarized state
needs new pathways to distribute resources and/or bolster popularity. This suggests that
in some cases, the state may intentionally create diffuse and/or unthreatening militarized
organizations to strengthen control of the population through economic or social avenues.
In addition, militarization teaches discipline and obedience, which can be leveraged as
support for the ruling regime. Thus, military training for civilians benefits the state
even in the absence of militias. Considering these logics, I argue that Uganda’s crime pre-
venters were never intended primarily to intimidate voters through violence. Rather, from
the outset, the program was a means to extend patronage to marginalized and
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disenfranchised youth who might otherwise support the opposition, as well as to develop a
sense of admiration for the militarized NRM state through trainings and initiation cer-
emonies for the masses.

Despite the ways that militias can strengthen state power, militias also present a prin-
cipal-agent problem that make them a potential threat to state stability. Training and
arming young people, and connecting them to agents of state power whether in the mili-
tary, police, or administration, gives participants tools to make claims on the state. I argue
that the Ugandan state managed this risk by employing economic, political and social
logics simultaneously. Various authorities framed crime preventers with a political
logic, as purveyors of violence for the NRM state; others framed them with an economic
logic, as aspirational youth working for short-term payoffs or longer-term employment
opportunities; still others suggested they were motivated by a social logic, as patriotic citi-
zens of Uganda. The many cases when state agents failed to deliver on promises reinforced
unpredictability, precluding crime preventers from organizing around a given logic and
demanding follow-through. Similarly, civilians were unable to determine whether crime
preventers were tools of the regime or upstanding community members, thereby weaken-
ing critiques of the program.

In part, the regime was able to successfully deploy these logics because of a long history
of civilian militias, militarization, and political indoctrination under the NRM’s semi-
authoritarian militarized regime, and as a logical extension of Uganda’s militarized neo-
patrimonial system. The following analysis presents a view of Ugandan democracy that
diverges from orthodox notions of development and good governance. It illustrates that
the NRM regime owes much of its success to its ability to organize support while frag-
menting resistance. This has been achieved largely through a system of rewards and pun-
ishments in a context of uncertainty. This uncertainty precludes the formation of a state–
society contract, instead pressuring citizens to accept less than optimal opportunities.13

Context for crime preventers and electoral violence in the 2016 elections

Civilian militias have long been a part of Uganda’s political landscape. When Museveni
seized power in 1986, a series of rebel groups emerged, including the Lord’s Resistance
Army (LRA) in the north, the West Nile Bank Front in the northwest, and later, the
Allied Democratic Forces in the west.14 In response, the government deployed military
troops and recruited civilians as auxiliary forces, or local defense units (LDUs). There is
loose legal provision for such organizations, including the 1994 Police Act, which provides
for auxiliary forces, Article 17 of the 1995 Ugandan Constitution, which requires able-
bodied citizens to undergo military trainings and render national service when necessary,
and the 2005 UPDF Act, providing for “auxiliary forces, state security organizations, and
such other citizens of Uganda as have undergone military training,” including home
guards, LDUs and vigilantes.15 Although LDUs were typically poorly trained, poorly
armed, and poorly compensated, they were often sent into battle. While participation
was formally voluntary, many youth faced political and economic pressures to join
LDUs, including accusations of rebel affiliation if they declined.16

In the north, insurgency raged from 1986 until approximately 2006. Approximately 1.8
million people were forcibly relocated to internally displaced people’s camps,17 where they
remained vulnerable to rebel attacks.18 Additional civilian forces were recruited and
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named for their region of origin, including the Arrow Boys in Teso, Amuka (rhinoceros) in
Lango, and the Elephant Brigade in Acholi. Participants were frequently recruited into
Home Guards, who received light military training and helped defend the camps. Many
Home Guards were recruited into LDUs. Although most respondents affirm this loose
hierarchy of irregular civilian militias, others describe Arrow Boys, Home Guards, and
LDUs as indistinguishable in form and function. Maja Janmyr reflects “government auth-
orities deliberately created a climate of confusion when it came to the management and
supervision of these forces.”19

Uganda has a history of forceful regime change, whether via military coup or civil
war.20 The first multi-party elections under the NRM were held in 2006, 20 years after
Museveni installed himself as president, and just as conflict in the north was coming to
a standstill. Election violence, particularly arbitrary arrest of opposition candidates, was
a common characteristic of Uganda’s elections. From 2001 on, civilian militias, such as
the Kalangala Action Plan, Kiboko Squad, and Black Mambas, were formed to threaten
and intimidate voters in elections.21 Respondents recounted how young men wielding
sticks could appear on the street and beat anyone they presumed to be in the opposition.
The police claimed no knowledge of the groups while respondents reported that they often
saw police and militia members together.

Another military training called chaka mchaka, described as a “civil politico-military
indoctrination closely linked to the NRM,”22 has long been used to mobilize support
and shape electoral outcomes. In particular, “cadres” (program graduates) were asked
to be the eyes and ears of the party to help mobilize support for the NRM. Cecilie
Lanken Verma writes that the cadres

were mobilised to be on duty throughout the campaigns, having been given or promised
different subsidies or salaries, and some had been told to prepare for the more radical
measures of harassing the opposition, obstructing political rallies, and preparing for possible
fighting during and after election day. The “political education” of the young population in
the period before and during the elections was thus a crucial tool in the campaigning, and the
cadres became crucial instruments in the NRM’s attempts to secure its position post-
elections.23

In 1996, the interim electoral commission suspended chaka mchaka in response to inter-
national concerns that the program was a tool of political propaganda. However, Museveni
reinstated the program as a part of a strategy to “consolidate stability” in Uganda; it took
on an “increasingly compulsory character” and was used to mobilize support for the NRM
before the 2001 elections.24 In 2007, Museveni declared that all able-bodied citizens should
attend the program, and before the 2011 elections, the government increased recruitment
to chaka mchaka, presumably for the explanations detailed above.25

The NRM government has also enrolled the judiciary and police in suppressing resist-
ance. In 2011, a number of opposition candidates and supporters were arrested on charges
of treason and sedition.26 In the 2016 election cycle, the Public Order Management Act
was regularly invoked to disrupt opposition rallies and deploy riot police armed with
tear gas and rubber bullets.27 Presidential candidates were required to travel with a
convoy of heavily armed police officers, which a journalist suggested was meant to help
the government keep tabs on the candidates’ whereabouts and activities, rather than to
protect them. On election day, the government shut down social media ostensibly to
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prevent rumor mongering. Members of the opposition speculated that the shutdown was
designed to prevent reporting on election fraud. During the President’s inauguration on 12
May 2016 media were banned from covering protests.28 Violence and intimidation are par
for the course in Uganda’s elections, making the moderate behavior of crime preventers
particularly counter-intuitive.

Creating the crime preventers

The Uganda Police Force has regularly been described as a politicized and militarized
institution that uses excess violence for political ends.29 The Inspector General of
Police (IGP) Kale Kayihura joined Museveni’s bush war in 1982, and remains a close
ally to the president.30 Kayihura is said to have spearheaded the crime preventer
program in its current form in 2014, linking the National Crime Preventer Forum
(NCPF), an organization for university students to gain knowledge of police practices,
with a large-scale local recruitment of crime preventers across the country.31 The govern-
ment attempted to recruit 30 crime preventers in each of Uganda’s 56,000 villages for a
force of nearly 1.5 million.32 Many argue that these statistics were inflated to intimidate
political opposition; however, more accurate numbers are difficult to glean because crime
preventer coordinators dutifully filled rosters with names whether those listed were
active participants or not. To manage the surge of crime preventers, the NCPF developed
an institutional structure resembling the police, with coordinators at the village, parish,
sub-county, district, and sub-regional levels. Leadership of the NCPF openly voiced their
support for the President and the NRM,33 explaining that Kayihura and Museveni were
their patrons.34

Despite an emerging institutional structure, the crime preventers’ mandate remained
vague and at times contradictory. While some insisted that crime preventers were
meant to do nothing more than provide intelligence to police, others asserted they
could take police reports, guard detainees, make arrests, and carry out other police
duties. During my research, I observed crime preventers tasked with a variety of police
responsibilities, including manning police desks and making arrests in the community.
One NGO employee, who provided human rights trainings for crime preventers before
the 2016 inter-agency condemnation of the program, reflected on the fluid role of
crime preventers:

In 2011, the crime preventers turned into Special Police Constables [police officers on con-
tract]. When they came back from six months of training they were uniformed and you could
not tell who was who…When circumstances call for it, they [the authorities] just change the
uniforms around. The police know who is who, but for us, everyone is in uniform…Unless
someone tells me who is behind the uniform, we can’t know.35

Crime preventers were recruited before the 2011 Ugandan elections and received a few
months of training before the police provided them with uniforms and batons and
ordered them to patrol. Some of those who helped with the elections received a one-
time payment of approximately 300,000 Ugandan shillings (approximately 125 US
dollars in February 201136) for their work and additional training to become Special
Police Constables. Reportedly, some climbed the ranks and became fully incorporated
into the Police Force, while others were retrenched, often without notice or explanation.
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Respondents widely concurred that crime preventers were recruited at least in part to
provide additional security during the 2016 election. One police officer explained that
crime preventers were needed to provide elections-related intelligence:

It is the time of politics. We are going for elections. We expect a lot of work. If there are
people close to us, who are used to the police, that will help us… . The policy is very clear
– crime preventers is voluntary, and it is the work of every Ugandan citizen. Their work is
just to bring information. It will be cheap for us – they inform on people who are planning
things.37

The relationship between crime preventers and the police appears intentionally vague.
Although crime preventers were frequently trained by police at police posts, helped
support police patrols and, by some accounts, occasionally donned police uniforms, a
police officer in charge of community policing claimed that his knowledge of their activi-
ties was limited. He said, “We try to keep some distance, because [crime preventers] only
help us. They have their own structure… The community thinks crime preventers are
doing the work of police, and we want to dispel that.”38 Many respondents suggested
that this helps the government maintain plausible deniability of their relationship to
auxiliary forces, such that NRM politicians can claim credit when auxiliary security
actors such as crime preventers do good work and disown them if they are caught com-
mitting crimes, such as tampering with the election.39

Shifting logics: political, economic, and social

Crime preventers were defined variously as militias loyal to the state, as economic actors
struggling to support their families, and as patriotic citizens in a militarized society. The
simultaneous application and, at times, contradictory implications of these three logics
made crime preventers difficult to categorize. The three logics proposed here – political,
economic, and social – overlap and are at times difficult to distinguish. Each can be
applied independently of the others, and all can function simultaneously. This is part of
what makes the three logics convincing as alternative or concurrent explanations. In
turn, this makes the purpose of crime preventers slippery, and prone to manipulation.
Examining all three logics shows that the NRM regime never intended crime preventers
to adhere to a solely political logic – rather, the program was produced with all three
logics in mind, thereby keeping its purpose vague and limiting the regime’s accountability.

Political logic: government militias and coercive tools of the regime

A “political logic” emphasizes coercion in relation to political contestation, framing crime
preventers as violent tools of the NRM regime to secure the election. This logic was popu-
larly presented in media coverage of the 2016 Ugandan elections, and is supported by
theory on the emergence of militias.40 A political logic draws attention to bellicose train-
ings and rhetoric, as well as strategies to build crime preventers’ loyalty to state agencies
by, for example, distinguishing crime preventers from civilians and giving them the
responsibility to police members of their community. A political logic also draws attention
to rumors that crime preventers would be armed and would intimidate and arrest unruly
voters on election day. Given Uganda’s history with other political militias, it is easy to
adopt this viewpoint on the basis of the following evidence.
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The crime preventer program was designed to align the interests of participants with
the success of the NRM regime. For example, trainings and subsequent activities devel-
oped a relationship between the recruit and the government. As one crime preventer
explained:

With the force, once you join, they tell you that the first priority is to keep secrets and be
disciplined. With the force, it is command. That is the most important thing. When the gov-
ernment gives you that knowledge, they will never leave you.41

These perceptions were further strengthened through the daily activities of crime preven-
ters in the months before the 2016 elections. In Gulu, the police discouraged crime pre-
venters from attending opposition rallies; although, at times, individuals were asked to
do so as undercover intelligence agents. More often, crime preventers attended NRM
rallies wearing civilian clothes or NRM paraphernalia, ostensibly to provide security
and intelligence. To other bystanders, these crime preventers appeared to be participants
in the rally. One crime preventer explained, “Differentiating crime preventers from civi-
lians is difficult, because they are all in yellow. If you’re not wearing yellow [the color
of the NRM], you will not even get tea.”42 Thus, crime preventers are simultaneously
defined as individuals connected to the system, and as unidentifiable within the commu-
nity. This made them potentially omnipresent.

Potential omnipresence proved an effective tool to discipline communities. Police offi-
cers and crime preventer leadership emphasized that after training, crime preventers
should return to their villages and provide intelligence and information to government
officials in the security sector. Many argued that crime preventers could introduce efficien-
cies because they know the community members and their proclivities. Thus, crime pre-
venters can be understood as an extension of the state’s security apparatus, helping
produce the perception that the state has eyes and ears everywhere, even in the most
remote parts of the country.

Along with acting as government informants, crime preventers were given other
responsibilities that made them unpopular in the community, like arresting gamblers
and idlers. One crime preventer explained that he did not feel safe in his community
because of his work.

Even my friends, they didn’t like me because they say for us we are capturing people, gam-
blers. Whether I am doing it or not, they say I am the commander, you are instructing them
to go and do the work. I am not happy every day. The work which I’ve entered in is not good
at all. My life is not safe.43

This sentiment was widely expressed among crime preventers with whom I spoke.
Respondents explained they continued because they had started, giving the impression
that loss of relationships in the community was a sunk cost that could not be recovered,
intensifying their commitment to attaining success from the crime preventer program.

Other activities further bolstered the public impression that crime preventers were
being used to manipulate the elections. Rumors circulated that they were enrolled to
doctor the voter registration list, and that they would be armed for patrols during the elec-
tions. In a conversation about what would theoretically happen when voters, having been
covertly removed from the voter registration list, arrived at their designated polling station
to vote, one crime preventer told me:
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When someone has come [to the polling station] and you don’t [have] his name [on your
list], send him to another polling station. [Tell him] “You first go and check there in a
good manner, don’t be rude. Maybe your name is not here, because there is some mistake
from the Headquarter. For us, we don’t know. We are just guarding. Sorry”… That one is
going to make a lot of confusion. People will be very many. You [the voter] will be confused.
They are going to stop [voting] at 4pm exactly. They will confuse you until four. And we will
say “sorry, sorry, sorry, sorry.”44

This kind of confusion did not occur on election day – but the image of five armed crime
preventers manning every polling station, politely offering to redirect disgruntled voters
and threatening to arrest anyone who protested, painted an alarming picture.

State authorities and opposition politicians alike fanned these flames. The IGP implied
that crime preventers would be armed and should prepare to work with the military in case
of an emergency:

“We shall not hand over power to the opposition to destabilize the peace which we fought
for,” Kayihura said at the passing out of crime preventers. He, instead, urged the crime pre-
venters to get ready for war. “We are going to change you from having sticks to rifles and get
ready to defend this country in case of any attack,” he said. “The constitution gives police
powers to protect the nation in case there is war and I want you to get prepared for this;
anytime, we shall call on you.”45

Opposition candidates likened crime preventers to genocidaires or civilian militias, and
condemned their involvement in the election:

Mr Mbabazi [an opposition candidate] said crime preventers are not part of the Uganda
police force as prescribed by law, adding that plans to arm them makes them a political
militia meant to create an atmosphere conducive for violence…“You can see the connection
of what Ms Lumumba [the Secretary General of the NRM] said on shooting Ugandans dead
and Gen Kayihura on arming the crime preventers, this is a dangerous and serious plan.
These similar sentiments caused bloodshed in Rwanda and now Burundi and we surely
don’t want to see it here in Uganda,” Mr Mbabazi said.46

This rhetoric shaped expectations of crime preventers and civilians, who expressed fear
that if the president was not re-elected, he could call up crime preventers and train
them to serve as auxiliary troops to retake power in the country. Some also argue that
the Ugandan government has intentionally established a fragmented and hierarchical
security system to prevent organization among security organs.47 Crime preventer coor-
dinators – or “commanders” – explained that they received instructions from headquar-
ters, which may not have been shared with local police or other security actors. In this
view, crime preventers represent yet another grouping of security personnel established
to counterbalance other branches of the armed forces.

Economic logic: economic opportunists and family men

An “economic logic” emphasizes security work as a potential livelihood strategy and nar-
rates crime preventers as unemployed and opportunistic youth. An economic logic was
commonly employed by participants in crime preventers as well as government officials;
however, it was not a significant part of the media’s narrative of crime preventers. An
economic logic draws attention to narratives of security work as an important livelihood
strategy; to ongoing and systemic poverty and marginalization; and to the NRM state’s
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militarized neo-patrimonial system of wealth distribution, which dictates that those who
participate in the security sector will have better access to state resources than those who
do not. It also emphasizes the many promises made to crime preventers of employment,
access to capital, and material rewards in exchange for participation.

An economic logic may be particularly salient in northern Uganda. Acholis have long
been politically and socially constructed as “military ethnocracy,” strengthening a popular
association between security work and economic welfare.48 One crime preventer
explained, “If you fear to join the army it will be hard to get a job. You should be with
a strong heart and go join the army.”49 Only 24% of employed youth receive wages for
their work.50 Thus, salaried jobs with the government are highly coveted, whether in
civil service or security services. This logic is particularly salient in a cultural context
where men face unwavering expectations that they will provide economically for their
families.51

The NRM regime has always relied on the military to distribute resources. For example,
in 1989, the government formed the National Enterprises Corporation, a “parastatal body
set up by the Ministry of Defence principally to organise defence personnel for productive
functions.”52 More recently, the President placed control of the National Agricultural
Advisory Services (NAADS) under the military, in an initiative referred to as “Operation
Wealth Creation.”53 The same logic of repurposing public resources to reward service was
used to bolster the crime preventers. A member of the NCPF explained that crime preven-
ters finalizedMemorandums of Understanding with OperationWealth Creation, NAADS,
and the Youth Livelihood Program to “give priority to crime preventers.” Another crime
preventer also working at the NCPF in Kampala explained that they were developing part-
nerships with government entities to procure contracts, which would provide work oppor-
tunities for crime preventers:

We are developing partners at the ministries, the prime minister’s office, KCCA [Kampala
Central City Authority]…We are all in touch, and all agree to help provide for crime pre-
venters… They give us projects, and we run them and then benefit. [For example… ?] The
Ministry of Health had an immunization campaign. The crime preventers will monitor the
program. The Ministry will facilitate transport, airtime and with any extra funds they can give
a simple allowance.54

The government’s promises of trainings, job opportunities, access to credit, and material
incentives further bolstered the notion that the crime preventer program could constitute
a reasonable livelihood strategy. A police officer described crime preventers as a program
to provide youth with skills to use loans productively:

There is going to be another training soon on economic empowerment, because crime pre-
venters have no jobs. So the government wants to give them programs and some projects to
run, but first they have to get training. Otherwise, you may give them money and they will
drink it.55

Crime preventer leadership also used rhetoric of income generation and empowerment,
describing the program as a way to instill economic skills in participants through in-
person trainings and capacity building. One member of the NCPF leadership explained
that he thinks of youth as “enslaved” because they are poor and disempowered:
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Youth are slaves, being over utilized because [they] cannot make [their] own income and be
independent. So we bring them financial activities. I want to put crime preventers to the next
level. We want to bring the whole country in – thirty-five million should be crime preventers.
We mobilize people into a visible cause.56

Publicly, police and government officials emphasized the voluntary nature of crime pre-
venters. In private meetings, they insinuated that participants would be rewarded for
their work after the President’s re-election. A police officer in Kampala explained that par-
ticipating in crime preventers could improve one’s chances of getting a job with the police
in the future: “[T]hose with qualifications have the upper hand to join the police or mili-
tary. Your CV is improved if you volunteer…we already know you. Even in the United
Nations that is what they do.”57

Another economic perk for crime preventers is access to credit, primarily through
Savings and Credit Co-Operatives (SACCO). The crime preventers’ SACCO, Mwan-
gaza,58 was started in 2015, reporting 5672 members in October and thousands more
joining in the months before the election. Participants contributed 17,000 Ugandan shil-
lings to join (approximately 4.50 US dollars in October 2015). Limited and contradictory
information fostered expectations that all participants would receive access to free loans.
Moreover, during previous election campaigns, politicians have made large donations to
SACCOs across the country.59 This may have further raised crime preventers’ hopes.

Crime preventers were also given material incentives: for example, coordinators at the
district and division levels were given motorcycles. Formally, the bikes were meant to help
mobilize crime preventers for activities and transport suspects to and from the police;
however, it was widely reported that crime preventers used them for their personal activi-
ties, including starting motorcycle taxi businesses.60 Police in Kampala and Gulu con-
firmed that there was no rule precluding this, so long as the bikes were not damaged.
Other smaller perks were offered for participation in political rallies. For example, the
day of the President’s nomination, buses full of youth dressed in yellow, whooping and
cheering, filled the streets in Kampala. One crime preventer explained:

We went to Kololo for the president’s nomination. We went as supporters, and we all put
yellow. The DPC [District Police Commissioner] said the president wants to talk to the
crime preventers. I thought, “the president needs to tell us something important.” They pro-
vided transport from and to. [We were told] those who went will get 500,000 shillings each.
Then we were told to stand for the rally and listen to the speech. He was for nomination. They
told us, “you should be happy, you will be paid for it. Sing, dance and wave – your 500,000
[shillings] is coming.”61

Because there is no clarity on who is at a rally to get paid, and who is there out of genuine
support for the candidate – and indeed, sometimes there is no substantive difference – the
ploy appears to be effective building popularity for a candidate.

Many crime preventers were explicit that their interest was purely economic. One crime
preventer said:

All I want is the loan they promise to give us, that’s why I keep hanging on. If I can invest into
a good business, I’ll start pulling out [of crime preventers] after returning all the loan. I have
been doing graphic designs. I want to open a music studio with my younger brother’s son…
Then a gym of course… There are very many things I can do for a living, it’s just [lack of]
capital [that limits me].62
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The crime preventer program gained recruits due to the very economic marginalization its
leaders condemned. The perception that the only jobs available are in the security sector
combined with funneling state funding to crime preventers, promising jobs, access to
credit, and material rewards for participants, incentivized youth to join the program
under a logic of economic advancement.

Social logic: patriotic citizens in a militarized society

A “social logic” emphasizes patriotism and character within a broader context of Uganda’s
militarized society, narrating crime preventers as active and engaged citizens invested in
the country’s future. A social logic draws attention to crime preventer trainings that
resembled other government-sponsored military trainings for civilians, like chaka
mchaka, as well as rhetoric framing the program as a patriotic duty. A social logic was
further reinforced through the deployment of crime preventers at state functions such
as the Police Centennial, NRM Liberation Day, and Independence Day celebrations.
Focusing on these trainings and activities frames the program as a tool to socialize and
militarize the population, making crime preventers quiescent subjects under the militar-
ized NRM regime.

Crime preventer trainings were loosely modeled on police and military trainings.
However, because there were no formalized directives on what should be taught or
how, each trainer was left to determine his63 own curriculum. Trainings at village and
sub-county levels emphasized marching, but also included military drills and military
culture, such as songs, Swahili commands,64 and saluting, as well as ad hoc lessons in
patriotism and law enforcement. Trainings were frequently held in fields, where commu-
nity members could observe the youth marching and saluting for hours on end, producing
a clear image of crime preventer as military man. The trainings emphasized discipline,
obedience, and respect for state authorities. One police officer explained:

We teach [crime preventers] discipline – for example, when I say “stand easy,” you don’t ask
“why?”; when I say “turn right” you don’t ask, “why?” And we teach them rudimentary mili-
tary skills, especially parade. You know us security people like parade. And how to greet and
pay compliments to authorities. Basically, respect for the forces.65

This kind of training naturalizes a command hierarchy, teaching recruits to obey orders
and ask questions later, if at all. In Uganda, military training is widely accepted as a
basis for building character and organizing society. One opposition MP told me that
the idea of crime preventers was good, but the participants needed more training and
financial support to prevent them from becoming criminals. He elaborated: “I really
feel the recruitment of the crime preventers… is for the better of the community. It is
not necessarily militarizing; it is in case something happens in the future. I feel that is
very healthy.”66 Numerous other opposition politicians concurred that although the
NRM’s implementation of crime preventers was deficient, the overall concept was good.
At a local level, many believe that military acumen is needed to lead the country and
manage Uganda’s unruly population. Politicians leverage this belief, emphasizing their
experience in the military symbolically and rhetorically. Military training further
embeds this belief in the imaginations of the population, who are encouraged to see the
world in a binary of chaos versus order, specifically focusing on security threats to the
state.
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A police officer argued that crime preventers were motivated by patriotism: “We don’t
encourage them to wear uniforms because they are supposed to be in the community and
promote economic empowerment, patriotism and rule of law.”67 When pressed on the
perception that crime preventers were a tool of the ruling regime, he elaborated the link
between patriotism and the ruling regime:

It’s true, the crime preventers can think they are supposed to support the NRM. When you
support a system which is in place in providing security, you feel you are a part of that system.
By volunteering to support the government in security, they [crime preventers] feel that they
are a part of that family. That’s when the perception comes… Then [in the trainings] they
also discuss the different governments of Uganda, what they have done, their achievements
… The training is really about all the good things that the country did – but people see that it
is this government who organized the training so it must mean that you should support that
party. That’s where the idea comes from.68

In a context where state, party, and government are fused and the military and regime are
interconnected, it is difficult to discern which activities serve the country, and which serve
the party. A social logic brings this to the fore.

Case study: manipulation at Karuma Bridge

The following case study provides an example of how all three logics can simultaneously
be applied to crime preventers’ activities, how this made it difficult to assess their role in
the 2016 elections, and therefore difficult to attribute blame or hold authorities accounta-
ble for any wrong-doing. The case describes a protest where the participation of crime pre-
venters was framed variously as political, economic, and social by different individuals at
different times. The concurrent use of these framings helped authorities minimize their
responsibility for crime preventers’ activities, while simultaneously contributing to the
notion of crime preventers as a fluid and undefined institution.

On 10 July 2015, opposition MP Odongo Otto organized a rally to protest the presiden-
tial nomination of John Patrick Amama Mbabazi. Otto mobilized 400 youth to block
Mbabazi from entering the northern region, uniting around accusations that Mbabazi
had stolen 1.4 billion Ugandan shillings from the Peace, Recovery and Development
Plan (PRDP) during his tenure as Prime Minister. The funds had been designated to
reconstruct the north after the LRA conflict.69 Local and national news media covered
the demonstration; however, there was no confrontation as Mbabazi delayed his consul-
tations seemingly for unrelated reasons.70

The following day, crime preventers from Gulu raised a complaint: they had been
“tricked” into joining the rally. They said that police officers had notified them that
there would be a three-month training at the Police Training School in Masindi.
Instead, the crime preventers were driven 65 kilometers from Gulu, told to disembark
and don T-shirts with a red “x” through Mbabazi’s initials (JPAM) and the slogan
“Why buy a Benz of 600 million with PRDP money?” (Figure 1).

Many viewed the protest as political maneuvering by the NRM and Otto, in which
crime preventers were collateral damage, instrumentalized for political ends. One
elected politician explained that a political logic motivated the entire endeavor:

[After Mbabazi announced his candidacy] the Movement got in touch with some individuals
in the opposition in northern Uganda – one is honourable Odonga Otto. Otto was given
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money [by the NRM]…Where did he get money to hire six buses from, trucks for carrying
people? He took over 400 youth. He fed them. He gave them over 20,000 each to return on.
Where does he get over four million to spend?… The people he took were crime preventers.
The police lied to crime preventers that they were taken for further training in Masindi. They
[the crime preventers] went on radio; they were very bitter… The most disturbing part is,
how do the police mobilize such people, don’t tell them the truth and allow a political
leader to use them in a wrong way?71

Others narrate crime preventers as independent citizens who knowingly participated in
the rally, following their political convictions. One crime preventer coordinator explained
participation in the Karuma Bridge rally:

The fact remains that the crime preventers are not supposed to have political affiliation. On
the other hand, all these people who have been recruited into crime preventers… have differ-
ent [political] parties… In case there is a rally for FDC that is organized, most of the crime
preventers who are FDC tend to be present at the forefront… The rule for the crime preven-
ters is that you should be neutral. You should be solidly a crime preventer. When you want to
participate in politics, leave crime preventers. When politics is over then you can come back
to crime preventers.72

Thus, Otto used crime preventers for a political logic, while leaning on a social logic to
mobilize youth (whether crime preventers or other citizens) and subsequently narrate
their participation as voluntary civic engagement. This narrative places responsibility
for political activity on individual crime preventers rather than party agents or politicians.

Government officials and police generally narrated crime preventers’ participation (and
subsequent complaints) as economic opportunism, and used this as a rationale to sideline
them. When crime preventers planned to march up to Gulu’s Central Police Station to
demand an apology for their poor treatment, the police threatened to tear-gas them.
When crime preventers then went to the media, the police threatened them with jail
time. Crime preventers were similarly unsuccessful when they attempted to gain represen-
tation in a non-state forum: they went to a human rights NGO, which advised they go to
the Department of Labour to complain about unpaid work. Reflecting on this, another
crime preventer said: “But they are not government employees, so they were left

Figure 1. Front and back of T-shirt distributed to crime preventers and others who attended the
Karuma Bridge rally. Source: Holly Porter, 22 July 2015. © Holly Porter. Reproduced by permission of
Holly Porter.
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hanging.”73 Thus, framing crime preventers as economically motivated effectively side-
lined their claims.

Continually reframing the actions of crime preventers with various logics – political,
social, and economic – allowed authorities to rescind any responsibility they might
have had for the organization and its members. For example, the police explained the
activities of crime preventers through an economic logic, thereby suggesting that crime
preventers participated purely out of self-interest and that the state had no responsibility
for them; representatives of crime preventers suggested they were operating under a social
or civilian logic, such that their service to the state should be recognized both by the state
and society; and opposition politicians applied a political logic, distancing crime preven-
ters from opposition (and thus much of society in the north) and suggesting that the NRM
regime should be responsible for them. The co-existence of multiple logics allowed poli-
ticians to mobilize crime preventers for overtly political activities and then claim that
crime preventers were acting in self-interest, whether out of economic opportunism or
patriotism.

Producing manageable instability through competing logics

In addition to these three logics, the ruling regime employed ancillary strategies to ensure
that crime preventers would remain loyal to the NRM. These strategies included maintain-
ing personalized oversight of crime preventers; limiting their training and access to
weapons; and isolating crime preventers from other sources of support such as their com-
munities, opposition politicians, or NGOs, who might have influenced their activities or
loyalties. The structure of the crime preventer program, with the NCPF at the center
and a tiered system of oversight, facilitated direct control of all the program activities
by people close to President and IGP. Rumors suggested that the individuals holding
top leadership positions were the IGP’s children.74

Additionally, the leadership of NCPF saw the program as a stepping stone for their
future careers. Some NCPF leadership explained that they want to continue working
with crime preventers after the elections, while others readily expressed their political
ambitions, reasoning that leadership within the NCPF provides access to the masses,
along with opportunities for networking with elites. While older politicians were frustrated
with Museveni’s refusal to leave power, leadership of the NCPF was young enough that
they are guaranteed to see transition within their expected lifetimes – unlike their prede-
cessors, they had the flexibility to bide their time and wait for the right moment to enter
politics.

In addition to close oversight of the program, crime preventers did not learn skills that
could have made them a concrete threat to the state. Instead of military techniques, their
trainings emphasized military culture, patriotism, and marching. One newly recruited
Special Police Constable described crime preventers as a “baby class.”75 Indeed, aside
from a few sporadic reports, crime preventers were generally not allowed to handle
guns; instead they carried wooden sticks resembling weapons during practices, and
remained unarmed at other times. Moreover, as an undefined entity, crime preventers
were constantly kept in a precarious situation such that they struggled to be considered
a part of the system for which they were working. They were promised payment that
was always deferred; many were arbitrarily excluded from promotions (for example,
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recruitment of special election constables to help with the election); and those who spoke
to journalists were threatened with arrest or detention.

Conclusion: where the wild things are not

The study illustrates that the focus on political contestation as the key variable in deter-
mining the creation of militias overestimates the role of overt coercion for political
ends and underestimates the causal relevance of socio-economic systems and resource dis-
tribution. The emergence of crime preventers in advance of Uganda’s 2016 national elec-
tions was as much a result of Uganda’s militarized neo-patrimonial system and society as it
was a response to political contestation. Additionally, by alternately framing crime preven-
ters as auxiliary forces defined by access to violence; as economic opportunists seeking
access to livelihoods; and as upstanding citizens performing their patriotic duty, the
state produced crime preventers as a fluid and undefined group, thereby limiting the
regime’s accountability for crime preventers’ actions.

The ruling regime employed a host of additional strategies to maintain control of the
crime preventer program even though it was populated by disenfranchised and margina-
lized young men, a demographic that is stereotypically oppositional, opportunistic, and
prone to violence. The NRMmanaged the inherent risk of the program bymaking the pos-
ition of crime preventers precarious, maintaining structured and personalized oversight of
the program, limiting their training and resources, and fostering their dependence on the
state relative to their communities, NGOs and opposition politicians.

In the 2016 elections, juxtaposing these competing narratives facilitated large-scale
recruitment to the crime preventers, thereby helping the NRM control and curry favor
with a potentially dangerous segment of the population – young, unemployed, and mar-
ginalized youth. This juxtaposition also made it difficult for observers to determine
whether crime preventers were a threat to the electoral process or simply citizens actively
engaged in providing security. This analysis highlights that the vague and poorly defined
nature of crime preventers served a purpose, strengthening the position of the central state
by allowing it to manipulate political, social and economic logics simultaneously. This
made it difficult for crime preventers, civilians, and international observers to organize
around a clear set of concerns and demands. Overall, the crime preventer program
appears to have been a successful strategy to win votes and placate the Ugandan popu-
lation during what might otherwise have been an extremely contentious and potentially
violent election cycle. Along with many well-documented strategies such as intimidation,
patronage, and administrative redistricting that the NRM regime has employed to bolster
its longevity, its production of multiple and contradictory narratives to define crime pre-
venters helped to derail political opposition and created another obstacle to meaningful
democratic participation.
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